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Abstract
In this paper we show that a convexifiability property of nonconvex quadratic
programs with nonnegative variables and quadratic constraints guarantees zero du-
ality gap between the quadratic programs and their semi-Lagrangian duals. More
importantly, we establish that this convexifiability is hidden in classes of nonnegative
homogeneous quadratic programs and discrete quadratic programs, such as mixed in-
teger quadratic programs, revealing zero duality gaps. As an application, we prove
that robust counterparts of uncertain mixed integer quadratic programs with objective
data uncertainty enjoy zero duality gaps under suitable conditions. Various sufficient
conditions for convexifiability are also given.
Keywords: Quadratic optimization, zero duality gaps, global optimization, mixed
integer quadratic programs, duality.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we examine the quadratically constrained quadratic optimization problems
(QPs) with nonnegative variables of the form
(P1)
inf
x∈Rn
xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. xTAix+ b
T
i x+ ci ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, ...,m, xj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where A, Ai are (n × n) symmetric matrices and b, bi ∈ Rn, c, ci ∈ R, i = 0, 1, ...,m. The
model problems of the form (P ) appear in broad areas of commerce, science and engi-
neering where optimization is used. In particular, many classes of mixed integer quadratic
programs and robust quadratic programs, such as the deterministic models of quadratic
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programs under data uncertainty, that arise frequently in real-world applications, can
equivalently be reformulated as quadratic programs of the form (P1).
The semi-Lagrangian dual of (P1) is given as (see Bomze [7])
(D1) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ Rm+1+ , (1)
where Θ(u) is given by Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x)+
m∑
i=0
uigi(x) and f(x) =
xTAx+ bTx+ c, gi(x) = x
TAix+ b
T
i x+ ci, i = 0, 1, ...,m. It follows from the construction
of (D1) that
inf(P1) ≥ sup(D1). (2)
The problem (P1) is said to admit zero duality gap whenever the optimal values
of (P1) and its semi-Lagrangian dual problem (D1) are equal, i.e. inf(P1) = sup(D1).
Unfortunately, zero duality gap between problems (P1) and (D1) does not always hold
(see Example 2.3). Some sufficient conditions for strong duality, i.e. inf(P1) = max(D1),
between the problems (P1) and (D1) have been given using a generalized Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker condition and copositivity of the related slack matrix [7, Theorem 5.1]. The semi-
Lagrangian dual of nonconvex quadratic programs with quadratic and linear constraints is
known to provide, in general, a better bound comparing to the standard Lagrangian dual
and it admits a natural copositive program reformulation [7]. Copositive programs have
been extensively studied in the framework of relaxation schemes for solving optimization
problems in [1, 9, 11–13,18,26].
It is widely known that convexity of sets and functions of optimization problems under-
pins many important developments of mathematical theory and methods of optimization.
For instance, recent research (see [9,23,24]) has examined the role of convexity in duality
and exact conic programming relaxations for special classes of quadratic programs such as
extended trust-region problems, CDT problems (two-balls trust-region problems) and sep-
arable minimax quadratic programs. When it comes to studying duality for hard noncon-
vex quadratic programs, such as general nonnegative quadratic programs with quadratic
constraints and mixed integer quadratic programs, identifying the key features that un-
derline the zero duality gap property and then finding classes of quadratic programs that
possess the features and zero duality gaps are undoubtedly important.
In this paper we show that a convexifiability property (see Definition 2.1) of general
nonconvex quadratic programs with nonnegative variables guarantees zero duality gap
between quadratic programs with nonnegative variables and its semi-Lagrangian dual.
More importantly, we establish that this convexifiability is hidden in classes of nonnegative
homogeneous quadratic programs and discrete quadratic programs, such as mixed integer
quadratic programs, revealing zero duality gaps. More specifically, our main contributions
include the following:
(i) By introducing the idea of convexifiability for (P1), we first establish that zero dual-
ity gap holds between (P1) and its semi-Lagrangian dual (D1), whenever the prob-
lem (P1) is convexifiable. In particular, we show that a nonconvex homogeneous
quadratic optimization problem with a single strictly copositive quadratic constraint
and nonnegative variables enjoys convexifiability and consequently zero duality gap.
(ii) We also prove that quadratic programming problems with mixed integer variables
admits hidden convexifiablity in the sense that its equivalent continuous quadratic
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program reformulation is convexfiable, under mild assumptions. Consequently, we
obtain zero duality gap between a mixed integer quadratic program and its semi-
Lagrangian dual, recovering and complementing the important copositive represen-
tation result given recently in [11].
(iii) As an important application, we then establish that zero duality gap holds for a
class of robust mixed integer quadratic programs with objective data uncertainty
under suitable conditions. Robust optimization approach, which treats continuous
optimization problems with parameters of unknown but fixed value, is now relatively
well understood (see [3,5,14,15,22]). Extending the robust optimization techniques
to an optimization problem with mixed integer constraints is increasingly becoming
a cutting-edge research area in optimization under data uncertainty (see [3, 5, 25]
and other references therein).
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents zero duality gap results
between a nonnegative quadratic program and its semi-Lagrangian dual, under convexi-
fiability. Section 3 examines hidden convexifiability and zero duality gaps for quadratic
programs with mixed integer variables. Section 4 provides an important application of our
duality to robust optimization, where we establish that zero duality gaps hold for robust
mixed-integer quadratic optimization problems under objective data uncertainty. Section
5 gives further technical conditions for convexifiability of nonnegative quadratic programs
and the historical links between our duality and exact copositive relaxations of quadratic
programs. Finally, Section 6 makes concluding statements with comments on future work.
2 Convexifiability of Nonnegative QPs and Duality
Consider the following nonconvex quadratic optimization problem:
(P1)
inf
x
xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. x ∈ Rn+, xTAix+ bTi x+ ci ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, ...,m,
where A,Ai ∈ Sn are (n × n) symmetric matrices and b, bi ∈ Rn, c, ci ∈ R, i = 0, 1, ...,m.
Here Sn denotes the set of (n × n) symmetric matrices. In the sequel we always assume
that the feasible set of the problem (P1) is non-empty.
For the problem (P1), let f(x) = x
TAx+bTx+c, gi(x) = x
TAix+b
T
i x+ci, i = 0, 1, ...,m,
and
AP1 :=
{(
g0(x), g1(x), ..., gm(x), f(x)
)
: x ∈ Rn+
}
+ Rm+2+ .
We now define a key geometric property, called convexifiablity, which will play a key role
in establishing zero duality gap between (P1) and (D1). Recall that for a set A, its closure
and convex hull are denoted by clA and convA respectively.
Definition 2.1 (Convexifiability). The problem (P1) is said to be convexifiable when-
ever ({0Rm+1} × R) ∩ cl convAP1 = ({0Rm+1} × R) ∩AP1 .
The problem (P1) is said to be strongly convexifiable whenever the set AP1 is closed
and convex.
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It easily follows from the definition that if the problem (P1) is strongly convexifiable
then it is convexifiable. We will see in Sections 3-4, convexifiability can be satisfied by many
important classes of specially structured optimization problems, such as mixed integer
quadratic optimization problems, robust counterparts of uncertain mixed integer quadratic
optimization problems in the face of objective data uncertainty. However, the strong
convexifiability is often much harder to be satisfied than convexifiability even for problems
in one or two dimensions as we see in the following simple examples.
Example 2.1. Consider the problem (P1), where g0(x) = x(x − 1), g1(x) = −x(x − 1),
f(x) = x2. Then, AP1 = {(g0(x), g1(x), f(x)) : x ≥ 0} + R3+. We first see that problem
(P1) is convexifiable. Noting that AP1 ⊆ R2× [0,+∞), one has
({0R2}×R)∩cl convAP1 ⊆
{0R2} × [0,+∞). Moreover, it can be directly verified that
({0R2} × R) ∩ AP1 = {0R2} ×
[0,+∞). So, we must have ({0R2}×R)∩cl convAP1 = ({0R2}×R)∩AP1 = {0R2}×[0,+∞).
Hence the problem is convexifiable.
On the other hand, direct verification shows that (0, 0, 0) ∈ AP1 and (2,−2, 4) ∈ AP1
(consider x = 0 and x = 2 respectively). But their mid point (1,−1, 2) /∈ AP1 (otherwise,
there exists x ≥ 0 such that
x(x− 1) ≤ 1,−x(x− 1) ≤ −1 and x2 ≤ 2
The first two relations imply that x(x − 1) = 1 and so, x =
√
5+1
2 (as x ≥ 0). This
contradicts the fact that x2 ≤ 2. So, AP1 is not convex and hence the problem is not
strongly convexifiable.
Example 2.2. Consider the problem (P1), where g0(x) = −x1x2, f(x) = x1. Then,
AP1 = {(g0(x), f(x)) : x ∈ R2+}+R2+.Noting that AP1 ⊆ R× [0,+∞), one has
({0}×R)∩
cl convAP1 ⊆ {0} × [0,+∞). Moreover, it can be directly verified that
({0} × R) ∩ AP1 =
{0} × [0,+∞). So, we must have ({0} × R) ∩ cl convAP1 = ({0} × R) ∩ AP1, and hence,
the problem (P1) is convexifiable.
On the other hand, direct verification shows that (−1, 0) /∈ AP1; while (−1, 1k ) ∈ AP1
for all k ∈ N (by considering x1 = 1k and x2 = k). So, AP1 is not closed and the problem
is not strongly convexifiable.
Recall that the semi-Lagrangian dual of (P1) is given by
(D1) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ Rm+1+ ,
where Θ(u) is defined as Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x) +
m∑
i=0
uigi(x) and
f(x) = xTAx+ bTx+ c, gi(x) = x
TAix+ b
T
i x+ ci, i = 0, 1, ...,m. So, by construction, we
see that
inf(P1) ≥ sup(D1). (3)
We now show that there is no duality gap between (P1) and (D1) whenever the problem
(P1) is convexifiable.
Theorem 2.1. (Zero Duality Gaps via Convexifiability) If the problem (P1) is
convexifiable then, we have
inf(P1) = sup(D1).
In particular, if the problem (P1) is strongly convexifiable and inf(P1) > −∞, then
min(P1) = sup(D1).
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Proof. If inf(P1) = −∞ then the conclusion immediately follows from (3). As the problem
(P1) is feasible, inf(P1) is finite. Fix any ǫ > 0. By construction, (0Rm+1 , inf(P1)−ǫ) /∈ AP1
(otherwise, there exists x ∈ Rn+ such that gi(x) ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m and f(x) ≤ inf(P1)− ǫ
which is impossible). As problem (P1) is convexifiable, we see that
(0Rm+1 , inf(P1)− ǫ) /∈ cl convAP1 . (4)
Indeed, if this not the case, that is, (0Rm+1 , inf(P1) − ǫ) ∈ cl convAP1 , then we see that
(0Rm+1 , inf(P1)− ǫ) ∈
({0Rm+1} ×R) ∩ cl convAP1 . Then, the convexifiability assumption
gives us that (0Rm+1 , inf(P1) − ǫ) ∈
({0Rm+1} × R) ∩ AP1 which makes contradiction.
So, (4) holds. The strong convex separation theorem implies that there exist µi ∈ R,
i = 0, 1, . . . ,m and µ ∈ R with (µ0, µ1, . . . , µm, µ) 6= 0Rm+2 such that
µ(inf(P1)− ǫ) <
m∑
i=0
µiui + µr for all (u0, u1, . . . , um, r) ∈ AP1 .
This implies that (µ0, µ1, . . . , µm, µ) ∈ Rm+2+ \{0Rm+2} and
µ
(
inf(P1)− ǫ
)
<
m∑
i=0
µigi(x) + µf(x) for all x ∈ Rn+.
We observe that µ > 0. (Otherwise, one has (µ0, . . . , µm) 6= 0Rm+1 and
m∑
i=0
µigi(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Rn+.
Let x0 be a feasible point of (P1). Then, gi(x0) ≤ 0 and
∑m
i=0 µigi(x) ≤ 0 which is
impossible.) Thus, by dividing µ on both sides, one has
f(x) +
m∑
i=0
u¯igi(x)− (inf(P1)− ǫ) > 0 for all x ∈ Rn+,
where u¯i =
µi
µ
≥ 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m. Consider
(D1) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ Rm+1+ , (5)
where Θ(u) is given by Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x)+
m∑
i=0
uigi(x) and f(x) =
xTAx+ bTx+ c, gi(x) = x
TAix+ b
T
i x+ ci, i = 0, 1, ...,m. This implies that, for each ǫ > 0,
sup(D1) = sup
u∈Rm+1+
inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) ≥ inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u¯) ≥ inf(P1)− ǫ.
Letting ǫ→ 0, one has sup(D1) ≥ inf(P1). Therefore, the conclusion follows from (3).
Now assume that the problem (P1) is strongly convexifiable (i.e. AP1 is closed and
convex) and inf(P1) > −∞. Then,({0Rm+1} × R) ∩ cl convAP1 = ({0Rm+1} × R) ∩AP1 ,
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that is, problem (P1) is convexifiable. This guarantees that inf(P1) = sup(D1). To finish
the proof, it remains to show that the minimum in (P1) is attained. To see this, let x
(k)
be feasible for (P1) such that f(x
(k)) → inf(P1). Then, gi(x(k)) ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m and
so, (0Rm+1 , f(x
(k))) ∈ AP1 . As AP1 is closed, we see that its limit (0Rm+1 , inf(P1)) ∈ AP1 .
This shows that there exists x¯ ∈ Rn+ such that x¯ is feasible for (P1) and f(x¯) = inf(P1).
In other words, x¯ is a solution for (P1).
In passing it is worth noting that various forms of convex-like conditions of non-convex
programs have been utilized to obtain exact semi-definite and exact second-order cone re-
laxation results recently for specially structured nonconvex quadratic optimization prob-
lems including the extended trust region problems [23,24] and quadratic problems with a
single constraint [16,19].
We now present a simple one-dimensional example illustrating an infinite duality gap
for a nonnegative quadratic program that is not convexifiable.
Example 2.3. (Failure of zero duality gaps without convexifiability) Consider
the one-dimensional nonconvex quadratic optimization problem
(E1)
inf −x2
s.t. x− 1 ≤ 0,
x ≥ 0.
Clearly, the optimal value of (E1) is −1 and the optimal solution is x = 1.
Its semi-Lagrangian dual is
(DE1) sup
u≥0
Θ(u)
where Θ(u) = infx∈R+{−x2 + u(x − 1)}. It is not hard to see that for any u ≥ 0,
Θ(u) = −∞, and so, sup(DE1) = −∞. Thus, there is an infinite gap between the optimal
values of (E1) and its semi-Lagrangian dual (DE1).
Direct verification shows that
AE1 :=
{(
x− 1,−x2) : x ≥ 0}+ R2+ = {(x,−x2) : x ≥ 0}+ {(−1, 0)} + R2+,
is not a convex set. Moreover, note that cl convAE1 = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≥ −1}. It follows
that
({0} × R) ∩ cl convAE1 = {(x1, x2) : x1 ≥ −1} = ({0} × R)
and
({0} × R) ∩ AE1 = {0} × [−1,+∞).
Thus, we see that convexifiability condition fails for the problem (E1).
Strong convexifiability of Homogeneous quadratic programs
Let us consider the nonconvex homogeneous quadratic program with single quadratic
constraints and nonnegative variables (HQP)
(HQP ) min{xTAx : x ∈ Rn+, xTBx ≤ 1},
where A,B are (n × n) symmetric matrices. Let e ∈ Rn be the vector whose elements
are all one. We now show that our geometric condition always holds for the nonconvex
homogeneous quadratic program (HQP) if B is a strictly copositive matrix.
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Proposition 2.1. (Strong convexifiability of (HQP)) Let A,B ∈ Sn such that B is
strictly copositive. Then, (HQP) is strongly convexifiable.
Proof. We first verify the closedness of the set
Υ :=
{
(xTBx, xTAx) | x ∈ Rn+
}
+ R2+.
To see this, let (bk, ak) ∈ Υ with (bk, ak)→ (b¯, a¯). Then, there exists {xk} ⊆ Rn+ such that
xTkBxk ≤ bk and xTkAxk ≤ ak. As B is strictly copositive, xk ∈ Rn+ and xTkBxk ≤ bk → b¯,
we see that {xk} is bounded (Otherwise, by passing to subsequence if necessary, we can
assume that ‖xk‖ → ∞ and xk‖xk‖ → d with d ∈ Rn+\{0}. Then,
dTBd = lim
k→∞
(
xk
‖xk‖
)TB
xk
‖xk‖
≤ lim
k→∞
bk
‖xk‖2
= 0.
This is impossible due to the strict copositive assumption of B.) By passing to subse-
quence, we assume that xk → x¯ ∈ Rn+. Then, letting k →∞, we see that
(b¯, a¯) ∈ (x¯TBx¯, x¯TAx¯) + R2+ ⊂ Υ.
So, Υ is closed.
We next show that Υ is convex. Denote α∗ := min{xTAx : x ∈ Rn+, xTBx = 1}. Let
us consider the following two cases.
Case 1: α∗ ≥ 0. Then, by the strict copositivity of B, we see that xTAx ≥ 0 for all
x ∈ Rn+ (otherwise, there exists d ∈ Rn\{0} such that dTAd < 0. As B is strict copositive,
dTBd > 0. Let x¯ = d√
dTBd
. Then, x¯TBx¯ = 1 and x¯TAx¯ < 0. This shows that α∗ < 0
which makes contradiction.) Thus, we have
{(xTBx, xTAx) : x ∈ Rn+} ⊆ R2+
and so, Υ ⊆ R2+. Note that (0, 0) ∈ {
(
xTBx, xTAx
)
: x ∈ Rn+}, and so, Υ ⊇ R2+. This
shows that Υ = R2+ which is convex.
Case 2: α∗ < 0. We verify the convexity of Υ by showing that
Υ = {(t, α∗t) : t ≥ 0}+ R2+.
To see this, let (u, v) ∈ Υ. Then, there exists x ∈ Rn+ such that xTBx ≤ u and xTAx ≤ v.
Let t = xTBx ≥ 0. From the definition of α∗ it follows that xTAx ≥ α∗t. So, t ≤ u and
α∗t ≤ v, that is, (u, v) ∈ {(t, α∗t) : t ≥ 0} + R2+. Thus, Υ ⊆ {(t, α∗t) : t ≥ 0} + R2+. On
the other hand, let (u, v) ∈ {(t, α∗t) : t ≥ 0} + R2+. Then, there exists t ≥ 0 such that
t < u and α∗t ≤ v. Let x∗ ∈ Rn+ be a solution of min{xTAx : x ∈ Rn+, xTBx = 1} and let
z = (z1, . . . , zn) with zi =
√
t x∗i . Then, z ∈ Rn+, zTBz = t and zTAz = t(x∗)TAx∗ = α∗t.
So, zTBz ≤ u and zTAz ≤ v, and hence (u, v) ∈ Υ. Thus, the reverse inclusion also
holds. Consequently, Υ is convex. Thus, the Υ is closed and convex and so, the required
convex-like geometric condition for convexifiability is satisfied by the problem (HQP). ✷
Remark 2.1. In the special case of B = eeT , by introducing a nonnegative slack variable,
(HQP) can be equivalently rewritten as the so-called standard quadratic optimization prob-
lem, which is a well-known class of optimization problems admitting an exact copositive
relaxation [8]. The links between semi-Lagrangian duality and exact copositive relaxation
are given in Appendix later in the paper.
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The conclusion of Proposition 2.1 may fail if the strict copositivity assumption is
removed.
Example 2.4. (Failure of strong convexifiability without strict copositivity) Let
B =
(
1 1
1 −1
)
and A =
(−2 1
1 1
)
. We first observe that A,B are symmetric matrices
and neither A nor B is copositive because they both have negative diagonal elements. We
now see that
Υ :=
{
(xTBx, xTAx) | x ∈ R2+
}
+ R2+
=
{
(x21 − x22 + 2x1x2,−2x21 + x22 + 2x1x2) | (x1, x2) ∈ R2+
}
+ R2+
is nonconvex. To see this, let g(x) = x21−x22+2x1x2 and f(x) = −2x21+x22+2x1x2. Note
that g(0, 1) = −1, f(0, 1) = 1, g(1, 0) = 1 and f(1, 0) = −2. We see that
(−1, 1) ∈ Υ and (1,−2) ∈ Υ.
We now verify that their midpoint (0,−1/2) = (−1,1)+(1,−2)2 /∈ Υ. Suppose to the contrary
that (0,−1/2) ∈ Υ. Then, there exists (x1, x2) such that
x21 − x22 + 2x1x2 ≤ 0,
−2x21 + x22 + 2x1x2 ≤ −1/2,
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0.
The first inequality gives us that (x1 + x2)
2 ≤ 2x22 and so, x1 ≤ (
√
2− 1)x2. On the other
hand, adding the first and second inequality, one has
x1(−x1 + 4x2) = −x21 + 4x1x2 ≤ −1/2 < 0,
which implies that x1 > 4x2. So, we have 4x2 < x1 ≤ (
√
2 − 1)x2 which cannot happen
due to x1, x2 ≥ 0. This contradiction shows that Υ is not convex.
We will now show in the following sections that convexifiability property can be sat-
isfied for several important and challenging quadratic programs under mild assumptions
including the quadratic programs with mixed integer variables and robust mixed integer
quadratic programs under objective data uncertainty.
3 Hidden Convexifiability of Discrete Quadratic Programs
Consider the following quadratic optimization problems with mixed integer variables:
(PM ) infx∈Rn xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. aTj x = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m,
xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B,
x ≥ 0,
where B = {1, . . . , s} with s ≤ n. Throughout this section, we always assume that the
feasible set of (PM ) is nonempty. The quadratic optimization problems with mixed integer
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variables is a broad and difficult class of quadratic optimization problem which includes
several well-known NP-hard problems such as the knapsack problems.
Hidden Convexifiability of (PM ). We say that the discrete problem (PM ) admits hid-
den convexifiability whenever its equivalent continuous quadratic program reformulation
is convexifiable,
In the celebrated paper of [11], copositive representation and exact completely positive
relaxation results were presented for quadratic optimization problems with mixed integer
variables (PM ) under the following key regularity assumption
(RA) aTj d = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m, d ∈ Rn+ ⇒ 0 ≤ di ≤ 1, i ∈ B.
It was demonstrated in [11] that the regularity assumption (RA) can always be satisfied
by introducing slack variables. In this section, we establish that this class of mixed integer
programs under the same regularity condition assumed in [11] admits hidden convexifia-
bility and consequently enjoys the zero duality gap property.
We first note that the problem (PM ) can be equivalently rewritten as
minx∈Rn xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. aTj x− bj = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
(aTj x)
2 − b2j = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
xi(xi − 1) = 0, i ∈ B
x ≥ 0,
which can be further rewritten as the following quadratic programming problems with
quadratic inequality constraints:
(PD) minx∈Rn xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. aTj x− bj ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
−aTj x+ bj ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
(aTj x)
2 − b2j ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
−(aTj x)2 + b2j ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
xi(xi − 1) ≤ 0, i ∈ B
−xi(xi − 1) ≤ 0, i ∈ B
x ≥ 0.
Let f(x) = xTAx+ bTx+ c and
gj(x) =

aTj x− bj , j = 1, ...,m,
−aTj−mx+ bj−m, j = m+ 1, . . . , 2m,
(aTj−2mx)
2 − b2j−2m, j = 2m+ 1, ..., 3m,
−(aTj−3mx)2 + b2j−3m, j = 3m+ 1, ..., 4m,
xj−4m(xj−4m − 1), j = 4m+ 1, ...4m + s,
−xj−4m−s(xj−4m−s − 1), j = 4m+ s+ 1, ...4m + 2s.
Define a dual problem associated with (PM ) as follows
(DM ) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ Rm+1+ , (6)
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where Θ(u) is given by Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x) +
4m+2s∑
j=1
ujgj(x), f(x) =
xTAx+ bTx+ c, and
gj(x) =

aTj x− bj , j = 1, ...,m,
−aTj−mx+ bj−m, j = m+ 1, . . . , 2m,
(aTj−2mx)
2 − b2j−2m, j = 2m+ 1, ..., 3m,
−(aTj−3mx)2 + b2j−3m, j = 3m+ 1, ..., 4m,
xj−4m(xj−4m − 1), j = 4m+ 1, ...4m + s,
−xj−4m−s(xj−4m−s − 1), j = 4m+ s+ 1, ...4m + 2s.
The problem (DM ) is indeed the semi-Lagrange dual of the equivalent reformulated prob-
lem (PD).
We now show that the problem (PM ) admits hidden convexifiability under suitable
conditions and consequently zero duality holds for (PM ). Our method of proof, in part,
employs the proof techniques utilized in Burer’s paper [11].
Theorem 3.1. (Hidden convexfiability and zero duality gaps) For problem (PM )
and its equivalent reformulation (PD), let
APD :=
{(
g1(x), ..., g4m+2s(x), f(x)
)
: x ∈ Rn+
}
+ R4m+2s+1+ .
Suppose that the regularity assumption (RA) holds and
{d ∈ Rn+ : dTAd ≤ 0, aTj d = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, di = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s} = {0Rn}.
Then, ({0R4m+2s} × R) ∩ cl convAPD = ({0R4m+2s} × R) ∩ APD ,
and problem (PM ) admits hidden convexifiability. Moreover, inf(PM ) = sup(DM ).
Proof. We first observe that
({0R4m+2s}×R)∩cl convAPD ⊇ ({0R4m+2s}×R)∩APD always
holds. To see the reverse inclusion, let (0R4m+2s , µ) ∈ cl convAPD . It suffices to show that
(0R4m+2s , µ) ∈ APD . Denote
H :=
(
c bT /2
b/2 A
)
, (7)
and
Hj =

(−bj aTj /2
aj/2 0n×n
)
, j = 1, ...,m,(
bj−m −aTj−m/2
−aj−m/2 0n×n
)
, j = m+ 1, ..., 2m,(−b2j−2m 0T
0 aj−2maTj−2m
)
, j = 2m+ 1, ..., 3m,(
b2j−3m 0
T
0 −aj−3maTj3m
)
, j = 3m, ..., 4m,(
0 −eTj−4m/2
−ej−4m/2 ej−4meTj−4m
)
, j = 4m+ 1, ..., 4m + s(
0 eTj−4m−s/2
ej−4m−s/2 −ej−4m−seTj−4m−s
)
, j = 4m+ s+ 1, ..., 4m + 2s.
(8)
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Here ej is the unit vector whose jth element is one and the other elements are all zero.
Direct verification shows that gj(x) =
(
1
x
)T
Hj
(
1
x
)
, j = 1, . . . , 4m+2s. Denote the
trace of a (p× p) matrix A by Tr(A) and recall that aTAa = Tr(A(aaT )) for any a ∈ Rp.
It follows that
APD = {(zTH1z, . . . , zTH4m+2sz, zTHz) : z =
(
1
x
)
, x ∈ Rn+}+ R4m+2s+1+
= {(Tr(H1X), . . . ,Tr(H4m+2sX),Tr(HX)) : X =
(
1
x
)(
1
x
)T
, x ∈ Rn+}
+R4m+2s+1+
⊆ {(Tr(H1X), . . . ,Tr(H4m+2sX),Tr(HX)) : X ∈M}+ R4m+2s+1+ ,
where M = {X ∈ C : X11 = 1} and C is the completely positive cone, given by C :=
conv{x˜x˜T : x˜ ∈ Rn+1+ }.
Let
K = {(Tr(H1X), . . . ,Tr(H4m+2sX),Tr(HX)) : X ∈M}+ R4m+2s+1+ .
Clearly K is a convex set and APD ⊆ K. We claim that K is closed. Granting this, we
have cl convAPD ⊆ K. So,
(
0R4m+2s , µ
) ∈ K. Then, there exists X ∈M such that
Tr(HX) ≤ µ and Tr(HjX) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , 4m+ 2s.
As X ∈M , one can write X =
(
1 wT
w W
)
. It then follows that

µ ≥ Tr(HX) = c+ bTw +Tr(AW )
0 = aTj w − bj , j = 1, . . . ,m,
0 = −b2j−m + aTj−mWaj−m, j = m+ 1, . . . , 2m,
0 = −eTj−2mw + eTj−2mWej−2m, j = 2m+ 1, . . . , 2m+ s.
(9)
Moreover, as X ∈M ⊆ C, we can write
X =
K∑
l=1
(
λl
yl
)(
λl
yl
)T
with λl ≥ 0, yl ∈ Rn+.
So,
K∑
l=1
λ2l = 1,
K∑
l=1
λlyl = w and
K∑
l=1
yly
T
l =W. (10)
Then, for all j = 1, . . . ,m, we have
aTj (
K∑
l=1
λlyl) = a
T
j w = bj . (11)
This implies that
( K∑
l=1
λl(a
T
j yl)
)2
= b2j = a
T
j Waj = a
T
j (
K∑
l=1
yly
T
l )aj =
K∑
l=1
(aTj yl)
2 = (
K∑
l=1
λ2l )
K∑
l=1
(aTj yl)
2,
11
where the second equality is from the third relation of (9); the third and the fifth equality
follows from (10). Therefore, the equality case of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies
that
aTj yl = δjλl, l = 1, . . . ,K, j = 1, . . . ,m.
This together with (11) and
∑K
l=1 λ
2
l = 1 shows that δj = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m. Denote
K+ = {l : λl > 0} and K0 = {l : λl = 0}. Define xl = ylλl for all l ∈ K+. Then, for all
j = 1, . . . ,m, we have
aTj xl =
aTj yl
λl
= bj, for all l ∈ K+ and aTj yl = 0 for all ∈ K0. (12)
From the assumption (RA) and aTj yl = 0 for all l ∈ K0 and j = 1, . . . ,m, we see that
(yl)i = 0 for all l ∈ K0 and for all i ∈ B (Otherwise, there exists l0 ∈ K0 and i0 ∈ B
such that (yl0)i0 6= 0. As yl0 ∈ Rn+, (yl0)i0 > 0. Take any feasible point x of (PM ). Then,
aTj (x+tyl0) = bj for all t ≥ 0 and j = 1, . . . ,m. Note that x+tyl0 ∈ Rn+ and (x+tyl0)i0 > 1
when t is large enough. This contradicts with assumption (RA)). So,
X =
∑
l∈K+
(
λl
yl
)(
λl
yl
)T
+
∑
l∈K0
(
0
yl
)(
0
yl
)T
=
∑
l∈K+
λ2l
(
1
xl
)(
1
xl
)T
+
∑
l∈K0
(
0
yl
)(
0
yl
)T
. (13)
Now we see that (xl)i ∈ {0, 1} for all l ∈ K+ and for all i ∈ B. To see this, from the last
relation of (9), wi =Wii, i ∈ B. So, for all i ∈ B∑
l∈K+
λ2l (xl)i = wi =Wii =
∑
l∈K+
λ2l (xl)
2
i +
∑
l∈K0
(yl)
2
i =
∑
l∈K+
λ2l (xl)
2
i ,
where the third equality is from (13) and X =
(
1 wT
w W
)
, and the last equality follows by
the fact that (yl)i = 0 for all l ∈ K0 and for all i ∈ B. Thus,∑
l∈K+
λ2l
(
(xl)i − (xl)2i
)
= 0. (14)
Fix l ∈ K+. Then, (12) gives us that aTj xl = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m. This together with
assumption (RA) implies that 0 ≤ (xl)i ≤ 1, i ∈ B. It follows from (14) that, for each
l ∈ K+, (xl)i ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ B. In particular, for all l ∈ K+, xl are feasible for (PD).
Let x = argminl∈K+{c + bTxl + xTl Axl}. Then, one has x is feasible for (PD), that is
gj(x¯) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , 4m+ 2s. Moreover,
µ ≥ Tr(HX) = c+ bTw +Tr(AW ) = (
∑
l∈K+
λ2l c) + b
T (
∑
l∈K+
λlyl) + Tr
(
A(
∑
l∈K+
(yly
T
l )
)
=
∑
l∈K+
λ2l [c+ b
Txl + x
T
l Axl]
≥ c+ bTx+ xTAx = f(x¯).
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This shows that
(
0R4m+2s , µ
) ∈ APD . So, the desired inclusion ({0R4m+2s}×R)∩cl convAPD ⊆({0R4m+2s} × R) ∩APD holds. Thus, we see that (PD) is convexfiable, that is,({0R4m+2s} × R) ∩ cl convAPD = ({0R4m+2s} × R) ∩ APD ,
and so, problem (PM ) enjoys hidden convexifiability.
We now justify our claim that K is closed. To see this, let
(u
(k)
1 , . . . , u
(k)
4m+2s, r
(k)) ∈ K with (uk1 , . . . , uk4m+2s, rk)→ (u1, . . . , u4m+2s, r).
Then, there exist Xk ∈M such that
Tr(HjXk) ≤ u(k)j , j = 1, . . . , 4m+ 2s and Tr(HXk) ≤ r(k). (15)
This shows that {Xk} is bounded. (Otherwise, by passing to subsequence if necessary, we
can assume that ‖Xk‖ → ∞. Then, by passing to subsequence, we can further assume
that Xk‖Xk‖ → X with X ∈ C\{0} and X11 = 0. Dividing (15) by ‖Xk‖ and passing to the
limit, one has
Tr(HjX) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , 4m+ 2s and Tr(HX) ≤ 0. (16)
As X ∈ C, there exists K ∈ N such that
X =
K∑
l=1
(
λl
dl
)(
λl
dl
)T
with λl ≥ 0, dl ∈ Rn+.
Note that X11 = 0. We have
X =
(
0 0
0
∑K
l=1 dld
T
l
)
with dl ∈ Rn+.
As X 6= 0, by decreasing K if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that
dl 6= 0 for all l = 1, . . . ,K. It then follows from (16) that
K∑
l=1
(aTj dl)
2 = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m,
K∑
l=1
(dl)
2
i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and
K∑
l=1
dTl Adl ≤ 0.
The last relation entails that there exists l0 ∈ {1, . . . ,K} such that dTl0Adl0 ≤ 0. This
together with aTj dl0 = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m and (dl0)i = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, implies that
dl0 ∈ {d ∈ Rn+ : dTAd ≤ 0, aTj d = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, di = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s}
From our assumption, one has dl0 = 0. This contradicts dl 6= 0 for all l = 1, . . . ,K, and so,
{Xk} is bounded. Passing to subsequence, we can assume that Xk → X¯. Letting k →∞
in (15), one has
Tr(HjX¯) ≤ uj, j = 1, . . . , 4m+ 2s and Tr(HX¯) ≤ r.
So, (u1, . . . , u4m+2s, r) ∈ K, and hence K is closed.
Finally, applying Theorem 2.1 together with hidden convexifiability gives us immedi-
ately that inf(PM ) = inf(PD) = sup(DM ).
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4 Application to Robust Mixed Integer QPs
As an application of the results of the previous sections, we now consider robust mixed
integer quadratic optimization problem with objective data uncertainty and establish zero
duality gap for robust mixed integer quadratic optimization problems. Robust mixed
integer quadratic optimization problems under data uncertainty appear in a variety of
application areas (cf. [3, 5]). These problems are generically NP-hard [5].
As we see later, we establish that, a class of robust mixed integer quadratic optimization
problem with objective data uncertainty admits hidden convexfiability, and so, admits zero
duality gap under mild assumptions. We note that exact completely positive relaxation
results have been achieved for stochastic linear optimization problem with mixed integer
constraints under distributional data uncertainty [25]. Here, different to [25], we consider
deterministic quadratic optimization problem with commonly used data uncertainty [3],
and we obtain a gap-free duality result under suitable conditions.
Consider the following robust mixed integer quadratic optimization problem with ob-
jective data uncertainty
(RP ) inf
x∈Rn
max
(c,A)∈U×V
{xTAx+ cTx}
s.t. aTj x = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m,
x ≥ 0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
where aj ∈ Rn, bj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . ,m and B = {1, . . . , s} with s ≤ n. Here U is a commonly
used compact polyhedral data uncertainty set given by
U =
{
c0 +
L∑
l=1
ξl cl : ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξL) ∈ RL, ξ ∈ conv{ξ(1), . . . , ξ(q)}
}
with ξ(k) ∈ RL, k = 1, . . . , q, and V is the spectral norm uncertainty set
V =
{
A0 + V : ‖V ‖spec ≤ ρ
}
,
where ‖A‖spec =
√
λmax(ATA) for any symmetric (n×n) matrix A and for any symmetric
matrix M , λmax(M) is the largest eigenvalue of M . Throughout this section, we will
assume that the regularity assumption (RA) holds and
{d ∈ Rn+ : aTj d = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, di = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s} = {0Rn}. (17)
Denote the feasible set of (RP) by C. We note that the assumption (17) is equivalent to
the fact that the feasible set C is a compact set, and so,
M := max{ max
x∈C,1≤k≤q
{cT0 x+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x}, 0} < +∞. (18)
We now specify a dual problem associated with problem (RP). To do this, define
W =

A0 + ρIn 0Rn 0Rn 0n×(q+2)
0T
Rn
0 0 0T
Rq+2
0T
Rn
0 0 0T
Rq+2
0(q+2)×n 0Rq+2 0Rq+1 0(q+2)×(q+2)
 , w =

0Rn
1
−1
0Rq+2

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aj =


aj
0
0
0Rq+2
 if j = 1, . . . ,m

c0 +
∑L
l=1 ξ
(j−m)
l cl
−1
1
ej−m
 if j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q

0Rn
1
0
eq+1
 if j = m+ q + 1

0Rn
1
−1
eq+2
 if j = m+ q + 2
(19)
where, In is the n × n identity matrix, for each j = 1, . . . , q + 2, ej ∈ Rq+2 is the vector
whose jth element is one and the others are zero, and
bj =

bj if j = 1, . . . ,m,
0 if j = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ q,
−M if j = m+ q + 1,m+ q + 2,
, (20)
where the constant M is given as in (18). Denote l(m, q) = m+ q + 2. We now define a
dual problem associated with (RP ) as follows
(DRP ) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ R4l(m,q)+2s+ , (21)
where Θ(u) is given by Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+q+4+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x) +
4l(m,q)+2s∑
j=1
ujgj(x),
f(x) = xTWx+ wTx, and
gj(x) =

aTj x− bj , j = 1, ..., l(m, q),
−aT
j−l(m,q)x+ bj−l(m,q), j = l(m, q) + 1, . . . , 2l(m, q),
(aT
j−2l(m,q)x)
2 − b2
j−2l(m,q), j = 2l(m, q) + 1, ..., 3l(m, q),
−(aT
j−3l(m,q)x)
2 + b2
j−3l(m,q), j = 3l(m, q) + 1, ..., 4l(m, q),
xj−4l(m,q)(xj−4l(m,q) − 1), j = 4l(m, q) + 1, ...4l(m, q) + s,
−xj−4l(m,q)−s(xj−4l(m,q)−s − 1), j = 4l(m, q) + s+ 1, ...4l(m, q) + 2s.
Below, we establish a zero duality gap result for robust mixed integer quadratic pro-
gramming problems. We achieve this by identifying hidden convexifiablity of the robust
mixed integer quadratic programming problems. Importantly, the dual problem (DRP )
can equivalently be reformulated as a copositive programming problem (see [7]).
Theorem 4.1. (Robust mixed integer QP: zero duality gaps) Suppose that {d ∈
R
n
+ : a
T
j d = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, di = 0, i = 1, . . . , s} = {0Rn} and assumption (RA) holds.
Then, inf(RP ) = sup(DRP ).
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Proof. Note that a linear function attains its maximum over a polytope at an extreme
point of the underlying polytope and max
‖V ‖spec≤ρ
xTV x = ρ‖x‖2 for all x ∈ Rn. The problem
(RP) can be equivalently rewritten as
min
x∈Rn
xT (A0 + ρIn)x+ max
1≤k≤q
{cT0 x+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x}
s.t. aTj x = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m,
x ≥ 0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
which is further equivalent to
min
(x,t)∈Rn×R
xT (A0 + ρIn)x+ t
s.t. aTj x = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m,
cT0 x+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x ≤ t, k = 1, . . . , q,
x ≥ 0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
Now, recall that M = max{maxx∈C,1≤k≤q{cT0 x +
∑L
l=1 ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x}, 0}. Then, the problem
can be further rewritten as
(AP0) min
(x,t)∈Rn×R
xT (A0 + ρIn)x+ t
s.t. aTj x = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m,
cT0 x+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x ≤ t, k = 1, . . . , q,
t ≤M,
x ≥ 0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
Letting t = t1 − t2 with 0 ≤ t1 ≤ M and t2 ≥ 0, and introducing a slack variable
vk ≥ 0 for each linear inequality constraint cT0 x+
∑L
l=1 ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x ≤ t, k = 1, . . . , q, t1 ≤M
and t ≤ M , we see that the robust problem can be rewritten as the following quadratic
optimization problem with mixed linear quadratic optimization problem:
(AP1) min
(x,t1,t2,v)∈Rn×R×R×Rq+2
xT (A0 + ρIn)x+ t1 − t2
s.t. aTj x = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m,
cT0 x+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x+ vk − (t1 − t2) = 0, k = 1, . . . , q,
t1 + vq+1 =M,
t1 − t2 + vq+2 =M,
x ≥ 0, t1 ≥ 0, t2 ≥ 0, v ≥ 0, xi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
Indeed, for any feasible point (x, t) of (AP0), one has (x,max{t, 0},−min{t, 0}, v) is fea-
sible for (AP1) with the same objective value, where vk = t − (cT0 x +
∑L
l=1 ξ
(k)
l c
T
l x),
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k = 1, . . . , q, vq+1 = M −max{t, 0}, and vq+2 = M − t. On the other hand, for any fea-
sible point (x, t1, t2, v) for (AP1), (x, t1 − t2) is feasible for (AP0) with the same objective
value. Thus, we see that (AP0) and (AP1) are equivalent and have the same optimal value.
Let z = (x, t1, t2, v) ∈ Rn × R×R× Rq+2. Then, this problem can be simplified as
(AP ) min
z∈Rn+q+4
zTWz + wT z
s.t. aTj z = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m+ q + 2,
z ≥ 0, zi ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ B.
where
W =

A0 + ρIn 0Rn 0Rn 0n×(q+2)
0T
Rn
0 0 0T
Rq+2
0T
Rn
0 0 0T
Rq+2
0(q+2)×n 0Rq+2 0Rq+1 0(q+2)×(q+2)
 , w =

0Rn
1
−1
0Rq+2

and aj and bj are given as in (19) and (20) respectively.
We now verify that the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 hold for problem (AP), that is,
aTj u = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m+ q + 2, u ∈ Rn+q+4+ ⇒ 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1, i ∈ B,
and
{u ∈ Rn+q+4+ : uTWu ≤ 0, aTj u = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m+ q + 2, ui = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s} = {0Rn+q+4}.
Indeed, take any u such that
aTj u = bj, j = 1, . . . ,m+ q + 4.
Write u = (d, r1, r2, h) ∈ Rn×R×R×Rq+2 with u ∈ Rn+q+4+ . Then, the first m equalities
implies that aTj d = bj , j = 1, . . . ,m, which shows that 0 ≤ di ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , s, by the
Assumption (RA). Note that s ≤ n, and so, ui = di, i = 1, . . . , s. Thus, 0 ≤ ui ≤ 1,
i = 1, . . . , s. Moreover, let u = (d, r1, r2, h) ∈ Rn×R×R×Rq+2 be such that u ∈ Rn+q+4+ ,
uTWu ≤ 0, aTj u = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m+ q + 2, ui = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. In particular, we see that
aTj d = 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, d ≥ 0 and di = 0, i = 1, . . . , s.
So, d = 0Rn by our assumption. Moreover, one has r1, r2 ≥ 0, h ∈ Rq+2+ ,
− r1+ r2+hj−m = (c0+
L∑
l=1
ξ
(j−m)
l cl)
T d− r1+ r2+hj−m = 0, j = m+1, . . . ,m+ q (22)
r1 + hq+1 = 0, (23)
and
r1 − r2 + hq+2 = 0. (24)
From (23), r1 ≥ 0 and h ≥ 0, we see that r1 = 0 and hq+1 = 0. Then, (22) reduces to
r2 + hj−m = 0, j = m + 1, . . . ,m + q, which further implies that r2 = 0 and hj = 0,
j = 1, . . . , q. Combining these with (24) gives us that r1 = r2 = 0 and h = 0Rq+2 , and so,
u = 0Rn+q+4 .
Now, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that problem (RP) admits hidden convexifiability
and inf(RP ) = sup(DRP ), where (DRP ) is the corresponding dual problem of (RP ) given
as in (21). Thus, the conclusion follows.
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5 Appendix: Technical Conditions and Related Links
In this section we provide sufficient conditions for (strongly) convexifiable nonnegative
quadratic programs and present the close links between an exact copositive relaxation
result and the zero duality gap property of nonnegative quadratic programs.
Sufficient conditions for strong convexifiability. We first examine strong con-
vexifiability of the following uniform nonnegative quadratic program:
(P2)
inf
x
xTAx+ bTx+ c
s.t. x ∈ Rn+, αixTAx+ bTi x+ ci ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, ...,m,
where A ∈ Sn, b, bi ∈ Rn, c, ci ∈ R, i = 0, 1, ...,m, αi ∈ R, i = 1, ...,m. The specific feature
of (P2) is that each Hessian matrix of the constraint function is different from the one of
the objective function only by a multiple constant.
The following result provides some sufficient conditions for strong convexifiability of
(P2). Interestingly, these sufficient conditions are expressed in terms of the original data
of the problem, and can be verified efficiently.
Proposition 5.1. (Strong convexifiability of nonnegative uniform QPs). For
problem (P2), let f(x) = x
TAx+ bTx+ c and gi(x) = αix
TAx+ bTi x+ ci, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m.
Suppose that there exist γ ≥ 0 and βi ≥ 0, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m such that (γ +
∑m
i=0 αiβi)A is
strictly copositive. Suppose further that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) A is a positive semidefinite matrix having some eigenvector d ∈ Rn+ corresponding
to a nonzero eigenvalue, with (bi − αib)Td = 0 for all i = 0, 1, ...,m;
(ii) −A is a positive semidefinite matrix having some eigenvector d ∈ Rn+ corresponding
to a nonzero eigenvalue, with (bi − αib)Td = 0 for all i = 0, 1, ...,m;
(iii) A has eigenvectors d ∈ Rn+ and d̂ ∈ −Rn+ corresponding to a positive eigenvalue
and a negative eigenvalue of A, respectively, with (bi − αib)Td = 0, (bi − αib)T d̂ = 0 for
all i = 0, 1, ...,m.
Then, problem (P2) is strongly convexifiable; thus, the set
AP2 :=
{(
g0(x), g1(x), ..., gm(x), f(x)
)
: x ∈ Rn+
}
+ Rm+2+
is closed and convex.
Proof.We first show that AP2 is closed. To see this, let (ak0 , ak1 , . . . , akm, akm+1) ∈ AP2 be
such that (ak0 , a
k
1 , . . . , a
k
m, a
k
m+1) → (a¯0, a¯1, . . . , a¯m, a¯m+1) as k → ∞. Then, there exists
xk ∈ Rn+ such that
gi(xk) ≤ aki , i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, and f(xk) ≤ akm+1. (25)
We now show that {xk} is bounded. Otherwise, by passing to subsequence, we can assume
that ‖xk‖ → +∞ and xk‖xk‖ → d ∈ R
n
+\{0} as k → ∞ . Let γ, βi ≥ 0 be such that
(γ +
∑m
i=0 αiβi)A is strictly copositive, and denote
F (x) = γf(x) + βi
m∑
i=0
gi(x) = x
T [(γ +
m∑
i=0
αiβi)A]x+ (γb+
m∑
i=0
βibi)
Tx+ (γc+
m∑
i=0
βici).
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Then, due to the strict copositivity of (γ +
∑m
i=0 αiβi)A,
lim
k→∞
F (xk)
‖xk‖2 = d
T [(γ +
m∑
i=0
αiβi)A]d > 0.
On the other hand,
lim
k→∞
F (xk)
‖xk‖2
= lim
k→∞
γf(xk) + βi
∑m
i=0 gi(xk)
‖xk‖2
≤ lim
k→∞
γakm+1 + βi
∑m
i=0 a
k
i
‖xk‖2
= 0
This is impossible, and so, {xk} must be bounded. By passing to subsequence, we see that
xk → x¯ ∈ Rn+. Passing limit in (25), we see that
gi(x¯) ≤ a¯i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, and f(x¯) ≤ a¯m+1.
So, we see that (a¯0, a¯1, . . . , a¯m, a¯m+1) ∈ AP2 . Thus, AP2 is closed.
We now show that the set AP2 is convex, where f(x) = xTAx + bTx+ c and gi(x) =
αix
TAx+ bTi x+ ci. To do this, let
Ω :=
{(
(b0−α0b)Tx+ c0−α0c, ..., (bm −αmb)Tx+ cm−αmc, xTAx+ bTx+ c
)
: x ∈ Rn+
}
.
Take any u = (u0, ..., um, um+1) ∈ Ω, v = (v0, v1, ..., vm, vm+1) ∈ Ω, and λ ∈ (0, 1). Then
there exist xu ∈ Rn+ and xv ∈ Rn+ such that
ui = (bi − αib)Txu + ci − αic, i = 0, 1, ...,m, um+1 = xTuAxu + bTxu + c and
vi = (bi − αib)Txv + ci − αc, i = 0, 1...,m, vm+1 = xTv Axv + bTxv + c.
Case 1. Suppose (i) holds. Let d ∈ Rn+ be an eigenvector corresponding to a nonzero
eigenvalue of A with (bi−αib)T d = 0 for all i = 0, 1, 2, ...,m, and let zt := z+ td for t ∈ R.
Define the function ϕ : R→ R by
ϕ(t) := zTt Azt + b
T zt + c for t ∈ R,
where z := λxu + (1 − λ)xv. Obviously, ϕ is a continuous function. Moreover, since A is
positively semidefinite and d is an eigenvector of A corresponding to a nonzero eigenvalue
of A, we have
ϕ(0) = zTAz + bT z + c
≤ λ(xTuAxu + bTxu + c) + (1− λ)(xTv Axv + bTxv + c)
= λum+1 + (1− λ)vm+1,
and lim
t→+∞ϕ(t) = +∞. By the intermediate value theorem, there exists t0 ∈ R+ such that
zTt0Azt0 + b
T zt0 + c = ϕ(t0) = λum+1 + (1− λ)vm+1.
Note that (bi − αib)Td = 0 for all i = 0, 1, 2, ...,m, t0 ∈ R+, and d ∈ Rn+. So we have that
zt0 ∈ Rn+,
zTt0Azt0 + b
T zt0 + c = λum+1 + (1− λ)vm+1
and
(bi − αib)T zt0 + ci − αic = λui + (1− λ)vi for i = 0, 1, ...,m.
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This implies (1− λ)u+ λv ∈ Ω, and thus Ω is convex.
Case 2. Suppose (ii) holds. Then, according to Case 1, the set
Ω˜ :=
{(− (b0−α0b)Tx− (c0−α0c), ..,−(bm−αmb)Tx− (cm−αmc),−xTAx− bTx− c) : x ∈ Rn+}
is convex. On the other hand, Ω = −Ω˜. Therefore, Ω is a convex set.
Case 3. Suppose (iii) holds. Let d and d̂ be two eigenvectors with the properties given
in the condition (iii). Consider the function ϕ : R→ R defined by
ϕ(t) := zTt Azt + b
T zt + c for t ∈ R,
where
zt :=
{
z + td for t ∈ R+
z + td̂ for t ∈ R−
and z := λxu+(1−λ)xv. We see that ϕ is continuous, lim
t→+∞ϕ(t) = +∞ and limt→−∞ϕ(t) =
−∞. By the intermediate value theorem, there exists t0 ∈ R such that
zTt0Azt0 + b
T zt0 + c = ϕ(t0) = λum+1 + (1− λ)vm+1.
So, similarly to what have been done in Case 1, the convexity of Ω follows.
On the other hand, we have AP2 = L(Ω) + Rm+2+ , where L : Rm+2 → Rm+2 is the
linear mapping defined by, for all y = (y0, ..., ym+1) ∈ Rm+2,
L(y) := (y0 + α0ym+1, y1 + α1ym+1, ..., ym + αmym+1, ym+1) .
Therefore, AP2 is convex. So, AP2 is a closed and convex set. ✷
Links between duality and exact copositive relaxations. We now present the
connections between the semi-Lagrangian duality and an exact copositive relaxation. In
particular, we show that our zero duality gap results immediately imply the exactness of
copositive relaxations.
We first recall the copositive and completely positive relaxation of (P1). The problem
(P1) can be rewritten as follows:
inf
X∈C
Tr(HX)
s.t. Tr(HiX) ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, ...,m,
X1,1 = 1, rank(X) = 1,
where C := conv{x˜x˜T : x˜ ∈ Rn+1+ } is the so-called cone of completely positive matrices,
H :=
(
c bT /2
b/2 A
)
and Hi =
(
ci b
T
i /2
bi/2 Ai
)
, i = 0, 1, ...,m.
We note that C is a full-dimensional closed convex pointed cone, and its dual is the
so-called copositive cone defined by
C⋆ := {Q = QT ∈ Rn+1 | Q is copositive}.
Recall that a symmetric matrix Q ∈ Sn is said to be copositive (resp., strictly copositive)
if xTQx ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Rn+ (resp., xTQx > 0 for all x ∈ Rn+\{0}).
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By removing the rank one constraint, we get the completely positive relaxation of (P1):
(CP1)
inf
X∈C
Tr(HX)
s.t. Tr(HiX) ≤ 0, i = 0, 1, ...,m,
Tr(J0X) = 1,
where J0 := e0e
T
0 with e0 = (1, 0, ..., 0) ∈ Rn+1. The conic dual of (CP1) is called the
copositive relaxation of (P1) defined as follows:
(CP ∗1 ) sup
{
y0 : Z+(y) ∈ C⋆, y = (y0, u) ∈ R× Rm+1+
}
,
where
Z+(y) := H +
m∑
i=0
uiHi − y0J0 =
c+
m∑
i=0
uici − y0 (b+
m∑
i=0
uibi)
T /2
(b+
m∑
i=0
uibi)/2 A+
m∑
i=0
uiAi
 .
We say exact copositive relaxation holds if inf(P1) = sup(CP
∗
1 ) and exact completely
positive relaxtion holds if inf(P1) = inf(CP1).
Recently, Bomze [7] has shown that the optimal value of (CP ∗1 ) is equal to the optimal
value of the semi-Lagrangian dual problem (D1) (see Bomze [7]):
(D1) sup
u
Θ(u) s.t. u ∈ Rm+1+ , (26)
where Θ(u) is given by Θ(u) := inf
x∈Rn+
L(x, u) with L(x, u) := f(x)+
m∑
i=0
uigi(x) and f(x) =
xTAx+ bTx+ c, gi(x) = x
TAix+ b
T
i x+ ci, i = 0, 1, ...,m. Clearly, by construction,
inf(P1) ≥ inf(CP1) ≥ sup(CP ∗1 ) = sup(D1). (27)
Therefore, it is easy to see that zero duality gap between (P1) and the semi-Lagrangian
dual problem (D1) implies that
inf(P1) = inf(CP1) = sup(CP
∗
1 ) = sup(D1), (28)
and in particular, exact copositive relaxation and exact completely positive relaxation.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have identified that convexifiability of nonconvex QPs forms the basis
for zero duality gaps between nonconvex QPs and their semi-Lagrangian duals and have
provided classes of nonconvex quadratic optimization problems, admitting convexifiability
and consequently zero duality gaps under suitable conditions. In particular, we have
established that convexifiablity is hidden in some mixed integer quadratic programs and
robust mixed integer quadratic optimization problems, guaranteeing zero duality gap.
Our approach and results highlight the significance of convexifiability of nonconvex
quadratic programs that allows identification of classes of discrete, robust and continuous
quadratic programs with non-negative variables, exhibiting gap-free duals under suitable
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conditions. It also shows promise of extensions of zero duality gap results to quadratic
optimization problems with conic constraints and to polynomial optimization problems.
An interesting future research direction is to examine zero duality gap for mixed-
integer quadratic optimization problems in the face of more general uncertainty sets, such
as ellipsoidal data uncertainty, and for multi-stage robust optimization problems [17] which
are increasingly becoming common in modelling real-world decision-making problems of
optimization in the face of data uncertainty. These will be investigated in a forthcoming
study.
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